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pete ross & the sapphire
‘the boundless expanse’
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New album 'The Boundless Expanse' from elegant folk rock group Pete Ross & The Sapphire (AUS/NZ) takes you to the outer 

reaches of your consciousness in order to find the edge of the bubble in which we exist. 

Containing 8 tracks that intertwine and resemble a unified whole, the album is an authentic, dynamic and definitive 40 minute blast 

transcending life, the struggle of existence and the essential loneliness of the human condition. Recorded on analogue tape at La 

Sauna Studio in the north of Italy, Pete Ross & The Sapphire have stepped away from previous influences and explored a style of 

music creation somewhat lost in the modern world.

"A nostalgic journey through time with traces of Classic Rock, Glam, Psychedelic and the 60s." 

Eclipsed Magazine, Mar 2015 (8/10)

"Colourful dream vacation. 'The Boundless Expanse' has become a great album, for friends of 70's progressive rock and folk rock 
a must-have, and for all, who like to take a break from everyday life and let their thoughts roam by listening to slightly dreamy 
music, a worthwhile investment." Powermetal.de (9/10)

"A slightly filthy and unpredictable Folk-Rock album with psychedelic moments...Ian Anderson would have loved it" Hifi-Stars 
Magazine
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* * * * *

Pete Ross and Susy Sapphire’s affair started in 2009 whilst Pete was touring troubadour style, acoustic guitar in hand. They immedi-

ately formed a songwriting partnership that has seen 3 albums released to date.  

In November 2012 they released ‘Rollin On Down The Lane’ which gained them many adoring fans across Europe especially in 

France as well as earning them much respect with the press. In 2013 they played over 100 shows across Europe with highlights 

including Festival De Valence and Binic Folk Blues Festival. The album went into it's second pressing of vinyl.

"Très beau disque que sort ce mois-ci l'excellent label rennais Beast Records ... en mode La Belle et la Bête, Ross et Sapphire propo-
sent une collection de murder ballads sombres et classieuses. On est séduit."  
Eric Delsart, Rock & Folk #546

Their first collaboration, the solo acoustic 'Midnight Show', was the start of their 

alliance with French label Beast Records. Released in 2011 it uncovered their 

mutual love of dark and psychedelic spaghetti westerns.

other releases on Beast Records:

Mockingbird/Down To The Words (BR147)

Rollin On Down The Lane (BR130 + BR130CD)

Midnight Show (BR106)


